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The city of lights, the city of love – however you might want to call it, from November  
29 till December 1st it was the city of the Arabian Horse. Hundreds of Arabian horse  

lovers from all over the world gathered to see the crème de la crème of the Arabian horse 
breed during the Salon du Cheval in Paris. Over a 150 horses were entered.  

The judges for this 33rd edition of the World Arabian Horse Championships were  
Mrs. Claudia Darius & Mr. Manfred Hain from Germany, Mr. Koenraad Detailleur from 

Belgium, Mr. Murillo Kammer from Brazil, Dr. Francesco Santoro from Italy,  
Mrs. Renata Schibler from Switzerland and Mrs. Irina Stigler from Russia.

Female qualifying classes

The show started with the qualifying classes for the females. A 
spectacular yearling class was up first, divided in group A and 
B. The A group was clearly won by the very refined and showy 
Minwah, sired by the young sire Kahil al Shaqab and out of 
LC Primavera with a total of 92.33 points. Bred by Moha-
med al Sulaiti and owned by Aljassimya Farm from Qatar. 
Minwah was also awarded with the Best Head trophy! Se-
cond in this class with a total of 91.42 points was the very 
typy MM Esplendida (RFI Farid x MM Eluise) – bred and 
owned by Mario Matt Arabians from Austria. At the third 
position in this class with only 0.09 points less was the Brazi-
lian bred Delights Divah RB (Ajman Moniscione x Honeys 
Delight RB) – bred by the De Moura family and owned by 
Al Sayed Stud from Saudi Arabia. At the fourth position with 
a total of 90.83 points was SG Wisar (Ajman Moniscione x 
Wiolett) – bred and owned by Scuderia Groane from Italy. 
Closing the top five in this class was Patria (Eden C x Palme-
ta) – bred and owned by Janow Podlaski from Poland.
The b-section yearling fillies was again a tough class with the 
top three scoring very close in points. The final winner of the 
class was the gorgeous and ultra refined Esperanzza al Ventur 
(FA el Shawan x Honeys Delight RB) – bred by Haras Ara-
bes de Santa Ventura and owned by Athbah stud fom Saudi 

Arabia. With a total of 91,92 points she was too strong for 
the other yearling fillies. Later in the championships she was 
awarded with the Silver Medal! Runners up in this class were 
two fillies, both scoring a total of  91,83 points were the be-
autiful Najdiya al Zobair (Eden C x Najdah al Zobair) and 
the showy D Shahla (Marajj x FT Shaella). In the end it was 
the Al Zobair Stud, Sharjah bred and owned Najdiya to take 
the lead as she was scoring higher in movement. Third in this 
class was D Shahla, bred and owned by Dubai Arabian Horse 
Stud from Dubai. At the fourth position with 91.08 points 
was Kahlah al Shaqab (Kahil al Shaqab x Aleysha al Nasser) 
– bred and owned by Al Shaqab stud from Qatar. Completing 
this top five with a total of 90.75 points was her stable mate 
Ghala al Shaqab (Farhoud al Shaqab x Ghalia al Shaqab). 
The Best Head trophy went to Luluat al Nayfat (Kahil al 
Shaqab x Muhiba el Naarah) of Al Naifat stud from Saudi 
Arabia!
Next to go was the class of junior female aged two and three 
years old. Class winner with a total of 91.83 points was the 
big moving Perfinka (Esparto x Perfirka) – bred by Bialka 
Stud and owned by Al Muawd Stud from Saudi Arabia. Se-
cond in this class with a total of 91.58 points was Mississippi 
J (QR Marc x Magnificent Lady J) – bred and owned by Ja-
dem Arabians from Belgium. Third in this class with a total 
of 91.33 points was the incredible Aja Europa (Aja Justified x 
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HB Marais) – bred by Aja Arabians from the UK and owned 
by the Royal Cavalry of Oman. At the fourth position with 
91.08 points was Faraah AC (Marhaabah x Heart of Gold 
AC) – bred by the Steffens family and owned by Al Khaled 
Farm from Saudi Arabia. Completing the top five with a to-
tal of 90.75 points was the ultra typy Noft al Nayfat (Ajman 
Moniscione x Eagleridge Passionata) – bred by the Davis fa-
mily and owned by Al Naifat Stud from Saudi Arabia. Noft 
was also awarded with the Best Head trophy. This was the 
second best head trophy for Al Naifat!
The B-section of the junior fillies showed a clear winner; The 
beautiful and this season very successful AJ Sawahi (Marwan 
al Shaqab x Siberia SA) – bred and owned by Ajman Stud 
from the UAE, scoring a total of 93.25 points with almost 
straight 20’s for type and head & neck – earning her also the 
Best Head trophy! Second in this class with 92 points was 
Orfa d’Arab KA (QR Marc x Oso Axotica) – bred and ow-
ned by Knocke Arabians from Belgium. Third in the class 
with 91.58 points was AJ Asyad (Marwan al Shaqab x Aja 
Angelica) – bred and owned by Ajman Stud from the UAE. 
Fourth with 91.42 points was the typy Alfabia Akiabara 
(ZT Marwteyn x ZT Ludbectra) – bred by Count Frederico 
Thyssen and owned by Halsdon Arabians from the UK. Ma-
king the Top Five complete with 91.33 points was Euzona 
(Om el Bellissimo x Euzetia) – bred and owned by Janow 
Podlaski Stud from Poland.
Off it went with the senior mares! Sixteen mares competed in 
the A-section of this class. All high quality, all world champion 
worthy. The top three scored very closely in points. Winner of 
the class was the gorgeous and ultra typy FM Gloria (WH 
Justice x Psity of Angels) – bred by Mieke Sans and owned by 
Al Zobair Stud from the UAE. FM Gloria scored the perfect 
score of all twenties for type, head and neck – which gave her 
also the well deserve trophy for best head in this class! In total 
she made an impressive score of 93.16 points! Second in this 
class with a total of 93.08 points was the big moving Primera 
(Eden C x Preria) – bred and owned by Janow Podlaski from 
Poland. At the third position with still 92.92 points was the 
beautiful Aja Aphrodite (WH Justice x Lovin Psyche SSA) 
– bred by Aja Arabians and owned by Mystica Arabians 

from Australia. Fourth in this impressive line-up with 92.08 
points was the very showy and feminine Abilene PCF (Lega-
cy of Fame x Breath of Spring PSY) – bred by PCF Arabians 
and owned by Brugman Arabians from Belgium. Closing the 
top five with 91.58 points was Al Princess Aliha (WH Justice 
x Al Aliha) – bred by Al Hambra Arabians and owned by the 
Royal Cavalry of Oman.
Next to go was the last section of senior mares. Former World 
– and European champions all in one class. Wow! What a pri-
vilege to witness this class in the heart of Europe! Winner of 
the class with a massive total of 93.83 points was Emandoria 
(Gazal al Shaqab x Emanda) – bred by Michalow Stud and 
owned by Ajman Stud from the UAE, scoring perfect straight 
twenties on type, head and neck! It is really hard beating this 
mare this season as she won already some prestigious shows 
this year! Emandoria was also awarded with the Best Head 
trophy! Second in the class with a total of 93.25 points was 
Layan al Khalediah (Dakharo x Padrons Amour) – bred 
and owned by Al Khalediah Stables from Saudi Arabia. Two 
mares scored a total of 92.83 points. It was the big moving 
Pistoria (Gazal al Shaqab x Palmira) –bred and owned by 
Michalow Stud - who took the lead as she scored more on type, 
leaving the fourth place to another moving machine; Etnolo-
gia (Gazal al Shaqab x Etalanta) – bred by Janow Podlaski 
and owned by Halsdon Arabians from the UK. Completing 
the top five with 92.42 points was another Polish powerhou-
se; Cenoza (Ekstern x Celna) – bred and owned by Janow 
Podlaski Stud from Poland.

Male qualifying classes

The Saturday was reserved for the males qualification clas-
ses, starting with the yearling colts, divided in group A and 
B. The group A had only six participants. Winner of this 
class with a total of 92.66 points was the showy colt Antaris 
(RFI Farid x Justina) – bred by Osterhof Stud and owned by 
Ajman Stud from the UAE. Antaris was also awarded with 
the Best Head trophy! A second place with 91.08 points was 
Galahad Juliver (WH Justice x Baswani) – bred by Robert 
Laimgruber and owned by Al Baydaa farm and Mai Stud 
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from Egypt. Two yearling colts scored the same score of 90.66. 
Winning on type was Libano MPE (Marwan al Shaqab x 
Thee Rahibaa) – bred by the Manzi family and owned by 
Dubai Arabian Horse stud from the UAE. At the fourth pla-
ce was the Straight Egyptian PSE Al Rakhan (Royal Co-
lours x PSE Mistrez) – bred and owned by Prestige Straight 
Egyptians. Fifth in this class with 90.25 points was Eternal 
Wish-D (Ajman Moniscione x Sarai bint Navaronne-D) – 
bred and owned by Dion Arabians from Belgium.
The B-group of yearling colts was won with 91.66 points by 
the overall very balanced Equiborn KA (QR Marc x Espa-
drilla) – bred and owned by Knocke Arabians. The second 
place was for the very showy Nashmi al Hawajer (Marajj 
x Maniba bint ibn Narav) – bred and owned by Al Hawa-
jer Stud from the UAE. Scoring 91.33 points and securing a 
third place was the beautiful Kanz al Nasser (WH Justice x 
Ftoon al Shaqab) – bred and owned by Al Nasser Stud from 
Qatar. Kanz was also awarded with the Best Head trophy! 
Another beautiful and typy colt was Prussia MI (Abha Qatar 
x Parada) – bred by Mulawa Arabian Stud and owned by Al 
Mohamadia Stud from Saudi Arabia. At the fifth place we 
found the pretty RP Burj el Arab (WH Justice x Pamira bint 
Psytadel) – bred by Di Grazia Arabians from South Africa.
Next to go was a small group of colts aged two years old. Win-
ner of this class with a total of 92.58 points was Sultan al 
Shaqab (Amir al Shaqab x Abha al Shaqab) – bred and ow-
ned by Al Shaqab stud from Qatar. Second in this class with 
a total of 91.66 points was the showy Ascot DD (Psytadel 
x Monogrammed Lady) – bred by Dejonckheere and owned 
by Athbah Stud from Saudi Arabia. Ascot was also awarded 
with the Best Head trophy! Third in this class with 91.42 
points was another big moving colt; Psyche keret (Khidar x 
Psyche Victoria) – bred and owned by Chrcynno Palace Stud 
from Poland. At the fourth place with 90.58 points was  SG 
Karabin (Ajman Moniscione x Wiolett) – bred and owned 
by Scuderia Groane from Italy. At the fifth place with 90.25 
points was LB Hashim (Hassan Ashiraf x OR Elima) – bred 
by Luca Bertolini and owned by Alice Cappelletti from Italy.
The show continued with a class of colts aged three years old. A 
class who gave the crowd Goosebumps. This was done by a hor-

se who clearly loves the showring. EKS Alihandro (Marwan 
al Shaqab x OFW Psylhouette) came in dancing, snorting 
and blowing – showing off like a king who owned the ring. 
And he did! With an impressive total of 94.25 points, scoring 
straight twenties in type, he won his class convincingly, ear-
ning also the title for the best head trophy! EKS Alihandro is 
bred by Elkasun Arabians and is owned by Athbah Stud from 
Saudi Arabia. Second in this class with 92 points was Peace 
from the Desert (Marwan al Shaqab x FS Penelope) – bred 
by King Abdul Aziz Arabian horse center and owned by the 
Al Khalediah Stables from Saudi Arabia. Third in this class 
with a total of 91.83 points was AJ Mardan (Vervaldee x 
Felicia) – bred and owned by Ajman Stud. The fourth place 
went to another great performer. The charismatic and showy 
Profender KA (QR Marc x Palanga) claimed the ring and 
gave a brilliant performance, scoring a total of 90.75 points. 
Profender is bred by Knocke Arabians and owned by Floren-
tina Arabians from Belgium. Fifth in this class, scoring the 
same number of points but losing on type was Subhi (Ajman 
Moniscione x Lady Sorrel) – bred and owned by the Royal 
Cavalry of Oman. Later Subhi was awarded with the Tro-
phée Espoir .
 After the junior classes it was time for the seniors! Beautiful 
stallions at the start of their breeding career were presented 
to the crowd. The A-group put up a great fight for the throne 
. Winner of the class with a total of 93.92 points was the 
well balanced and very typy Fadi al Shaqab (Besson Carol 
x Abha Myra) – bred by Michael Byatt and owned by Al 
Shaqab Stud from Qatar. Second in this class with 93.25 
points was the ultra typy and showy Shanghai EA (WH Ju-
stice x Salymah) – bred by Equus Arabians and co-owned by 
Asayel Stud from Kuwait. Shanghai was also well deserved 
awarded with the Best Head trophy! Third in this class with 
91.5 points was Espressivo (QR Marc x Emocja) – bred and 
owned by Knocke Arabians from Belgium. Fourth in this class 
with 90.42 points was Baha AA (Al Ayad x Baraaqa AA) 
– bred by Ariela Arabians and owned by Avi Arabians from 
Israel. Completing the top five with 90.33 points was the big 
moving and very refined Hassan Ashiraf (Amir Ashiraf x CO 
Pashmina) – bred and owned by Il Paradiso Stud from Italy.
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The last class of the day was the senior stallions group B. 
Another exciting group of stallions who have won numerous 
shows all over the world. Now they were all here in Paris, 
finding out who was the best of the best. And it was a close 
call! Winning the class with 93.16 points was Eden C (Enzo 
x Silken Sable) – bred by the Coleal family and owned by 
AlSayed stud from Saudi Arabia. Eden was also awarded 
with the Best Head trophy! Scoring just 0.17 points less and 
putting up a great performance was Im Bayard Cathare (Pa-
drons Immage x Shamilah Bagheera) – bred by Mr. Roques 
and owned by the Royal Cavalry of Oman. Third in this class 
with 92.75 points was Abha Qatar (Marwan al Shaqab x 
ZT Ludjkalba) – bred by Marieta Salas and owned by Al 
Mohamadia Stud from Saudi Arabia. At the fourth place 
with 92.66 points was the beautiful Al Khatab al Thani (Al 
Batran x Hanan al Thaniya) – bred by the sons of Sheikh 
Hussain Mohamed Basha and owned by Al Sawary Farm 
from Saudi Arabia. Completing the last top five of the day 
with 91.16 points was the showy Om el Bendingo (Sana-
dik el Shaklan x Om el Beneera) – bred by Om el Arab and 
owned by Arabian Stars from Italy. Just dropping off the top 
five was another beautiful stallion worth mentioning. The 
gorgeous TS Apolo (TS Don Brave x Faimess FHP) – bred 
in Brazil by Toni Salloum and owned by Haras Royal de 
Bouznika.

Championships & Awards

The Sunday was dedicated to the championships and awards. 
The best of the best returned to the ring to claim the title of 
titles… World Champion Arabian horse. The yearling filly 
championships was on first. All of them somehow related to 
Marwan al Shaqab or Magnum Psyche. What says something 
about the quality of these stallions but also about how we are 
slowly narrowing the breed. Yearling filly gold medal cham-
pion was awarded to the great Minwah (Kahil al Shaqab 
x LC Primavera) – owned by Aljassimya farm! The Silver 
medal was awarded to the Brazilian Esperanzza al Ventur 
(FA el Shawan x Honeys Delight RB) – owned by Athbah 
stud. The beautiful Najdiya al Zobair (Eden C x Najdah al 

Zobair) of Al Zobair Stud claimed the bronze medal. 
The junior filly championships was an amazing group of 
high quality fillies, however there was one that clearly stood 
out from all of them and was awarded with the Gold me-
dal unanimously! This honor went to AJ Sawahi (Marwan 
al Shaqab x Siberia SA) of Ajman Stud! The silver medal 
was awarded to Al Muawd stud for their beautiful Perfin-
ka (Esparto x Perfirka)! Leaving the bronze medal again 
for Ajman Stud. This time awarded to AJ Asyad (Marwan 
al Shaqab x Aja Angelica)! A great success for Ajman Stud 
that later also got awarded with the best owner and breeder 
award!
Off it went with the senior females. Extra excitement here 
as an extra horse was added to the championships. It was 
the legendary Pianissima (Gazal al Shaqab x Pianosa) clai-
ming the ultimate title – Platinum World Champion mare. 
Pianissima looked fantastic. I don’t think there will soon be 
a mare good enough to challenge her as she is so close to per-
fection! It was a great joy to see her again in the ring for the 
very last time. Also the other mares selected for the cham-
pionships were the crème de la crème. It came very close, but 
the final winner of the Gold Medal was Emandoria (Ga-
zal al Shaqab x Emanda) for Ajman Stud, earning the last 
crown for her Triple Crown title! Winner of the silver medal 
was the extremely type FM Gloria (WH Justice x Psity of 
Angels) for Al Zobair Stud. Leaving the bronze medal for 
the just as gorgeous Aja Afrodite (WH Justice x Lovin Psy-
che SSA) for Mystica Arabians.
The yearling colt championships showed the future of the 
Arabian breed. A variety of bloodlines and within the Top 
Ten also a Straight Egyptian colt. PSE al Rakhan (Royal 
Colours x PSE Mistrez) of Prestige Straight Egyptians was 
awarded The Best Straight Egyptian Male of the show tro-
phy. A great title for such a young colt! I am looking forward 
seeing him in a few years! The gold medal of the yearling colts 
went to Antaris OS (RFI Farid x Justina) for Ajman Stud – 
who had a great show this weekend! The silver medal went to 
Equiborn KA (QR Marc x Espadrilla) for Knocke Arabians. 
Leaving the bronze medal to the pretty Nashmi al Hawajer 
(Marajj x Maniba bint ibn Narav) for Al Hawajer stud!
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Next to go was the championships of the junior stallions. All 
young and potential breeding stallions aiming for the crown. 
This was given unanimously to Mr. Showman ; EKS Alihan-
dro (Marwan al Shaqab x OFW Psylhouette) who gave the 
perfect performance this weekend and who already knew he 
was there to win, the minute he entered the arena! I belie-
ve a bright future is awaiting this special stallion! A great 
victory for his owner Atbhah Stud, who was celebrating a 
double victory as their other competitor Ascott DD (Psytadel 
x Monogrammed Lady) was named Silver medal winner! 
The final bronze medal went to Sultan al Shaqab (Amir al 
Shaqab x Abha al Shaqab) for Al Shaqab stud!
The last championship of the day was of the senior stallions. 
Important breeding stallions of the modern Arabian horse 
breeding were competing for the World Champion title. In 
between them was also the incredible Baanderos (Marwan 
al Shaqab x HB Bessolea) of Al Khalediah farm. A gorgeous 
stallion who could still win anywhere in the world but this 
time was here to claim his title of Platinum World Cham-
pion male. A title well deserved! The gold medal for the 
World Champion Senior stallion went to the well balanced 
Fadi al Shaqab (Besson Carol x Abha Myra) for Al Shaqab 
stud. A gorgeous stallion with a close to perfect body, long 
neck and super type who also presented himself with a decent 
trot and combined with his long fairytale mane captured 
the hearts of many. The silver medal was given to the great 
showhorse Shanghai EA (WH Justice x Salymah) for Equus 
Arabians and Asayel Stud. This snow-white stallion had a 
great fanclub and his exquisite head and type is a hard one 
to beat! The bronze medal went to former world champion 
Abha Qatar (Marwan al Shaqab x ZT Ludjkalba) for Al 
Mohamadia Stud.
Before the end of the show, some awards were given. The 
Highest scoring female award went to Emandoria (Ga-
zal al Shaqab x Emanda) for Ajman Stud for scoring a to-
tal of 93.83 points. The highest scoring male award went 
to Alihandro (Marwan al Shaqab x OFW Psylhouette) for 

Athbah Stud scoring a total of 94.25 points!
The Coupe de France trophy was given to Munir Aladeyat 
(WH Justice x GH Marwana) for the Royal Cavalry of 
Oman. 
The award for Best Egyptian related female went to Pilaro-
sa (Al Adeed Al Shaqab x Pilar) Bred and owend by Janów 
Podlaski State Stud from Poland.
The Best breeder of the show trophy was awarded to the Ja-
now Podlaski State Stud from Poland! Breeders of Platinum 
champion mare Pianissima and many  more fantastic horses.
The last award was given to the Best sire of the show. An 
award that has been given to the same stallion over and over 
again; the great Marwan al Shaqab (Gazal al Shaqab x 
Little Liza Fame) for Al Shaqab stud. Marwan has had a 
big influence on the Modern Arabian horse breed and also 
brought some color to the showscene –as there were times the 
arena was filled with all grey’s!
With the World championships coming to an end it is good 
to reflect the year and to realize how far we have become 
with perfection the Arabian horse. The quality has never 
been so high! What I do miss at the World championships 
are the ridden classes and the gelding classes. There has been 
ridden classes in the past and seen the turn-up at the Euro-
pean championships in Belgium last year, I think there can 
be many participants willing to promote the Arabian horse 
under saddle. The Salon du Cheval in Paris is a great oppor-
tunity for this as there are many visitors enjoying the show 
who are not yet involved with the Arabian horse. I believe it 
is good when they also see the other side of the Arabian horse; 
that they are great performers under saddle as well!
And the gelding classes. With the market of today, the de-
mand for colts has drastically dropped. Which means that 
more and more good colts are being gelded. This could be tur-
ned into a new market. The market for the Arabian show 
geldings. There are so many beautiful geldings around and 
winning the title of World Champion gelding can give a 
new impulse to the market of today. q
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pianissima
Platinum Medal Mares

Gazal al shaqab x pianosa
o&b: Janów podlaski state stud
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baanderos
Platinum Medal Stallions

marwan al shaqab x hb bessolea
o: al Khalediah stables - b: Taylor hickman
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minWah
Gold Medal Yearling Fillies

Kahil al shaqab x lC primavera
o: al Jassimya Farm - b: mohammed al sulaiti
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anTaris os
Gold Medal Yearling Colts

rFi Farid x Justina
o: ajman stud - b: Gestüt osterhof
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aJ saWahi
Gold Medal Fillies

marwan al shaqab x siberia sa
o&b: ajman stud
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eKs alihandro
Gold Medal Colts

marwan al shaqab x oFW psylhouette
o: athbah stud - b: elkasun arabians
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emandoria
Gold Medal Mares

Gazal al shaqab x emanda
o: ajman stud - b: michalów state stud
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Fadi al shaQab
Gold Medal Stallions

besson Carol x abha myra
o: al shaqab stud - b: michael byatt
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esperanZZa al VenTUr
Silver Medal Yearling Fillies

Fa el shawan x honey’s delight rb
o: athbah stud - b: arabes de santa Ventura
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eQUiborn K.a.
Silver Medal Yearling Colts

Qr marc x espadrilla
o&b: Knocke arabians
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perFinKa
Silver Medal Fillies

Esparto x Perfirka
o: al muawd stud - b: bialka stud
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asCoT dd
Silver Medal Colts

Glorius apal x lady nina dd
o: athbah stud - b: dd arabians
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F.m. Gloriaa
Silver Medal Mares

Wh Justice x psity of angels
o: al Zobair stud - b: mieke sans
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shanGhai ea
Silver Medal Stallions

Wh Justice x salymah
o: asayel stud / equus arabians - b: equus arabians
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naJdiYa al Zobair
Bronze Medal Yearling Fillies

eden C x najdah al Zobair
o&b: al Zobair stud 
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nashmi al haWaJer
Bronze Medal Yearling Colts

marajj x maniba bint ibn narav
o: al hawajer stud - b: dr Ghanem mohamed obaid al hajri
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aJ asYad
Bronze Medal Fillies

marwan al shaqab x aJa angelica
o&b: ajman stud
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sUlTan al shaQab
Bronze Medal Colts

amir al shaqab x abha al shaqab
o&b: al shaqab stud
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aJa aphrodiTe
Bronze Medal Mares

Wh Justice x lovin psyche ssa
o: mystica arabians - b: mr & mme hickford
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abha QaTar
Bronze Medal Stallions

marwan al shaqab x ZT ludjkalba
o: al mohamadia stud - b: marieta salas 

World Arabian Horse   Championships Paris
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D SHAHLA
marajj x FT shaella

o&b: dubai arabian horse stud

GHALA AL SHAQAB
Farhoud al shaqab x Ghalia al shaqab

o&b: al shaqab stud

AIJANA OS
ajman moniscione x mikaela pin

o: Gestüt osterhof - b: Family stöckle

SG WISAR
ajman moniscione x Wiolett

o&b: scuderia Groane

M.M. ESPLENDIDA
 rFi Farid x m.m. eluise

o&b: mario matt

KAHLAH AL SHAQAB
 Kahil al shaqab x aleysha al nasser

o&b: al shaqab stud 

DELIGHT’S DIVAH RB
  ajman moniscione x honey’s delight rb

o: alsayed stud - b: adriana espindola b. de moura

Top Ten
Yearling Fillies
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PRUSSIA MI
abha Qatar x parada

o: l mohamadia stud - b: mulawa stud

KANZ AL NASSER
Wh Justice x Ftoon al shaqab

o&b: al nasser stud

ETERNAL WISH-D
ajman moniscione x sarai bint navarrone-d

o: dion arabians - b: martine Van hee

PSE AL RAKHAN
royal Colours x pse mistrez

o: prestige straight egyptians - b: pierre Groenen

LIBANO MPE
 marwan al shaqab x Thee rahiba

o: dubai arabian horse stud - b: Farima soc. agricola srl

RP BURJ AL ARAB
  Wh Justice x pamina bint psytadel

o: agmal arabians - b: natalia di Grazia Gestüt

GALAHAD JULIVER
 Wh Justice x baswani

o: al baydaa Farm & mai stud - b: robert laimgruber

Top Ten
Yearling Colts
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ECHO AURORA
eternity ibn navarrone-d x echo afrodyta

o: Chrcynno-palace stud - b: Krzysztof poszepczyski

ORFA D’ARAB K.A.
Qr marc x oso axotica
o&b: Knocke arabians

EUZONA
om el bellissimo x euzetia

o&b: Janów podlaski state stud

FARAAH AC
marhaabah x heart of Gold aC

o: al Khaled Farm - b: andrew & Christine steffens

AJA EUROPA
 AJA Justified x HB Marais

o: royal Cavalry of oman - b: malcom hickford

ALFABIA AKIABARA
 ZT marwteyn x ZT ludbectra

o: halsdon arabians - b: unt Frederico Zichy Thyssen

MISSISSIPPI J
  QR Marc x Magnificent Lady J 

o: Jadem arabians - b: Christine Jamar

Top Ten
Fillies
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PROFENDER K.A.
Qr marc x palanga

o: Florentina arabians - b: nV Zoutekreken - paul Gheysens

PEACE FROM THE DESERT
marwan al shaqab x Fs penelope

o: al Khalediah stables - b: King abdul aziz arabian horses Center

AJ MARDAN
Vervaldee x Felicia rlC

o&b: ajman stud

PSYCHE KERET
Khidar x psyche Victoria

o: Chrcynno-palace stud - b: Krysztof poszepczyski

SG KARABIN
 alezan/Chestnut ajman moniscione x Wiolett

o&b: scuderia Groane

SUBHI
  ajman moniscione x lady sorrel

o&b: royal Cavalry of oman

GAJMAN PS
 ajman moniscone x Gracja bis

O: Al Safinat Stud Egypt - B: Przemyslaw Sawicki

Top Ten
Colts
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SF SHAKLINA
sanadik el shaklan x ZT sharuby

o: arctictern sarl - b: nataliadigrazia Kuphal de mato

ETNOLOGIA
Gazal al shaqab x etalanta

o: halsdon arabians - b: Janów podlaski state stud

CENOZA
ekstern x Celna

o&b: Janów podlaski state stud

ABILENE PCF
legacy of Fame x breath of sprin psY

o: brugman arabians - b: sam peacemaker

PRIMERA
 eden C x preria

o&b: Janów podlaski state stud

PISTORIA
 Gazal al shaqab x palmira

o&b: stadnina Koni michalów

LAYAN AL KHALIDIAH
  dakharo x padrons amour 
o&b: al Khalediah stables

Top Ten
Mares
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TS APOLO
Ts don brave x Fairness Fhp

o: haras royal de bouznika - b: Toni salloum

IM BAYARD CATHARE
padrons immage x shamilah bagheera

o: royal Cavalry of oman - b: richard roques

EDEN C
enzo x silken sable

o: alsayed stud - b: rhonda l. & rhoda Coleal

ESPRESSIVO
Qr marc x emocja

o: paul Gheysens - b: Knocke arabians

OM EL BENDIGO
 sanadik el shaklan x om el beneera

o: arabian stars di m.rocchino - b: om el arab international

AL KHATAB AL THANI
 al batran x hanan al Thaniya

o: al sawary Farm - b: sons husain bin mohamed basha

BAHA AA
 al ayad x baraaqa aa

o: avi aharoni - b: ariela arabians

Top Ten
Stallions
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EMANDORIA
Gazal al shaqab x emanda

o: ajman stud - b: michalów state stud

PILAROSA
al adeed al shaqab x pilar

o&b: Janów podlaski state stud

Best Related Egyptian Female
Sponsor : El Farida Stud

66 - PILAROSA

POL

Plus Haut Score Femelle

Sponsor : Halsdon Arabians

86 - EMANDORIA

UAE

93,83

Coupe de France 2013

Association du Cheval Arabe France

99 - MUNIR ALADEYAT
FRA

Plus Haut Score Male

Sponsor : A.H.O.

127 EKS ALIHANDRO                           
          

KSA

94,25

Meilleur Egyptien Male

Sponsor : Rabab Stud

96 - PSE AL RAKHAN                           
          

BEL  

Meilleur Eleveur

Sponsor : Ajman Stud

Janow Podlaski State Stud
POL  

Meilleur Eleveur-Naisseur
Sponsor : Dubai Arabian Horse Stud

Ajman Stud 

UAE  

Trophée Espoir

Sponsor : Al Khalediah Stables

123 - SUBHI

OMA  

Meilleur reproducteur

Sponsor : Athbah Stud

Marwan Al Shaqab  

TROPHEES / TROPHIES
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MARWAN AL SHAQAB
Gazal al shaqab x little liza Fame

o&b: al shaqab stud

SUBHI
  ajman moniscione x lady sorrel

o&b: royal Cavalry of oman

JANOW PODLASKI 
STATE STUD

EKS ALIHANDRO
marwan al shaqab x oFW psylhouette
o: athbah stud - b: elkasun arabians

MUNIR ALADEYAT
 Wh Justice x Gh marwana
o&b: royal Cavalry of oman

AJMAN STUD

PSE AL RAKHAN
 royal Colours x pse mistrez

o: prestige straight egyptians - b: pierre Groenen

speCial 
aWards


